


Tenbeo is a Belgian Deep Tech  

company which is developing a  

universal authentication 

protocol 

– U A P ™ 

based on core 

biotechnology expertise and 

distributed ledger frameworks. 
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 ID 1.0 

Challenge & The Evolution 

of Identity 

 ID 2.0  ID 3.0 

Plastified with RFID chip Plastified
  

Paper-based 



Concept – ID 4.0 

Your Heartbeat defines who 

you are 

Each one of us receives an identifier by a third-party  
institution whether in the form of a national ID , a corporate  
access badge or even a loyalty card. Why do we need third-
party institutions to guarantee our own identity ? 

 
By providing a Distributed Ledger Technology platform 
that implements the most intrinsic feature of human life, 
we are developing a universal protocol which uses 
individual's heartbeat as their private key. 

 
Identification will no longer rely on the issuance of third-
party cards as U A P ™  Technology guarantees the 
authenticity of necessary information to manage peer-to 
peer transactions at all levels. 

 
Our vision is of one inclusive world where each person holds  
a digital vault that contains a lifetime record of certificates 
and where authentication only requires a heartbeat. 



Technolog

y 

One Electrocardiogram has 4 distinct phases. 

Our algorithm capture the distances between a variety of 
points in order to extract the unique heart signature of an 
individual. 

How do we define each 

individual  unique Heart 

Signature? 



Tenbeo's proprietary E-skin 

Basics and Concept 

We extract and analyze two electrocardiogram (ECG)  
cycles via Tenbeo's proprietary E-skin - an ECG sensing  
wearable. 

 

Tenbeo stretchable printed circuit board is made of 

Thermoplastic Polyurethane ( TPU ) which is skin friendly. 

 

The design of the tracks in meander enables dynamic 

stretchability of 5 – 20% 

 



Social Impact 
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Tenbeo's response to lack 

of trusted identity 

globally 

More than 1  billion people in the world are unable to 

prove their identity. 

As the digital economy keeps  growing, 

authentication is crucial for accessing basic financial  

products, digital education and healtcare services such 

as insurance. 

 

Tenbeo aims to provide an ID for 

all 

By offering a universal authentication protocol 

based on the heart signature of each individual, we 

provide trusted authentication services to every 

person  in the world. 



contact@tenbeo.io  

www.tenbeo.io 

IT Tower, 

Avenue Louise 480, 

1050 Bruxelles, Belgium 


